G-CUBE LMS
VERSION 7

Experience Innovation
G-Cube LMS V 7.0 is the latest, updated release of our proprietary Learning Management System.

Over the last 7 years, G-Cube LMS has won over 40 awards. We have over 2 million user base, with 130+ installations.

Gartner includes G-Cube among selected vendors for corporate learning management systems. The company is acclaimed by numerous awards – such as the Top 15 Learning Portals Award by Trainingindustry.com for the past 7 years, Brandon Hall Excellence Awards, LearnX Impact Award, Global eLearning Award, and many more – G-Cube LMS is now established as one of the world’s leading Learning Management Systems. G-Cube LMS V 7.0 is designed to provide a heightened user experience, increased accessibility and optimized utilization of the platform through robust analytics.

G-Cube LMS has separate variants for Enterprise and Extended Work Force. G-Cube LMS is also available as a mobile-enabled app for iOS and Android platform.
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**Key Features**

- **User Friendly Navigation:** Drawers, expandable sections, endless scrolling, intuitive search as well as filtering systems ensure that looking for information is simple and fast on G-Cube LMS V 7.0.

- **Responsive Design:** G-Cube LMS uses web-responsive design, which provides uniformity of learning experience irrespective of the user’s viewing device (Desktop, Laptop & Tablet).

- **Gamification:** G-Cube LMS transforms eLearning into gamified experiences by using achievement badges, leaderboards, point systems, level progressions, and quests.

- **Business Intelligence through Reports and Dashboards:** Analytical reports and visual dashboards are BI tools which helps you plan learning – not just in the present but for the future as well.

- **e-Commerce Ready:** G-Cube LMS is e-commerce ready, with Wishlists, discount coupons, online payments, invoices generation and customized payment gateway.

- **Modular and UI personalization:** Built with personalization options including Logo customization, Welcome Message, Custom Background Images & Color Schemes, G-Cube LMS provides a completely personalized learning experience.

- **Multi-lingual Support:** G-Cube LMS is unicode compliant and supports localization, that is, multilingual user interface with an option to switch from one language to another.

- **Highly Customizable:** G-Cube LMS is built on robust yet flexible architecture, allowing us to customize the system as per your needs and workflows.
G-CUBE LMS IS BUILT ON ROBUST YET FLEXIBLE ARCHITECTURE, ALLOWING US TO CUSTOMIZE THE SYSTEM AS PER YOUR NEEDS.
New Modules

- **Streaming Video Library:** Allows upload & management of video based learning content, Youtube style video interface with fully adaptive UI. Like, comment & playlist creation features for users.

- **Social and Collaborative learning:** G-Cube LMS imbibes social media inspired features- Likes, Ratings, Comments & Reviews on our Activewall Social Timeline feature that highlight the achievements of users through Badges, Certifications and learning milestones to their peers.

- **Gamified Learning:** Learning is gamified through learning points, learner badges based on learning points competitions and leader boards, rewards and redemption system seamlessly woven into the system.

- **BI Tool for reports and dashboards:** Reports and visual dashboards create business intelligence that allows you to review and plan your learning in a way that enhances and supports business goals.

- **KPI driven Automated Learning Delivery:** Allows learning to be delivered on basis of the KPI data uploaded or received from the integrated Productivity applications which triggers the LMS to send KPI linked content to the learner or the identified group of learners.
I would like to your team for the efforts you have put in over the last few months on the development and debugging of Hi_e_CLASS system. You and your team have put together a thorough dedication in getting the system up and running, and I am looking forward to a similar kind of support in the future as well. Truly Appreciate the dedication and commitment of the team. Keep it up!!

HONDA
Why Choose

G-Cube LMS is a new-age integrated platform of content management and delivery – catering to the training and learning needs of small to large enterprises.

G-Cube LMS V 7.0, the latest version of our world-class product, is designed with new-age philosophy in design and a clear focus on enhancing user experience. Managers and Administrators are able to plan better and generate accurate learner insights – culminating in greater business understanding and ROI.

G-Cube LMS V 7.0 is robust as well as flexible. It allows hassle-free implementation and seamless integration to make sure that the LMS creates effective learning experiences for the modern learner.

Facts

User Base
2 Million+, Worldwide

Implementations
130+ implementations
Automobiles, BFSI, Life Sciences, FMCG, Manufacturing, Retail, IT, Education, & Government

Integrations
Integration APIs available for easy integration with systems:
User Data: SAP, PeopleSoft, Adrenalin, custom HR systems
Single Sign-On: LDAP, MS AD, CustomIntranets

Market Segment
Separate versions available for:
Medium to Large Enterprises

User Data: SAP, PeopleSoft,
Adrenalin, custom HR systems
Single Sign-On: LDAP, MS AD,
CustomIntranets

Commercial Model
G-Cube LMS is available on the commercial model as per your needs:
Private Cloud Installation
On-Premise Installation

Support Options

- e-Mail Support
- Telephone Support
- 24x7 End User Helpdesk
- Ticketing System for Online Status Tracking
- Different support packages to suit your business needs
- Available in Your Time Zone
- Onsite/Offsite Support Model Options

About G-Cube

G-Cube is a leading e-learning products and services organization and ranked as one of the 50 fastest growing companies by Deloitte for the 5 consecutive years. Established by three young entrepreneurs in the year 2000, it has emerged as a world-class e-learning solution provider catering to the global market, including India, AsiaPacific, United States, Middle East and Europe. G-Cube is a CMMi Level 3 Certified company with matured quality processes. G-Cube has won more than 70+ Industry Awards in the last 7 years.